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Welcome
Dear All,

Moving to the last couple of weeks of
2017.  What an extremely fast year this
has been.

Of course our focus has been on our
Winter production of Come on, Jeeves.
It was a wonderful production and I was
so very impressed by the commitment
of all the cast to lengthy line learning.
Our director Sandra Barfield has an
ability to bring out the best in each and
every one of the diverse characters.  

And of course a big thank you to
everyone behind the scenes too. A
show could never go on without this
help!

On, now, to more excitement – looking
forwards to next year and beyond.

Date for diary – July 14th 2017 –
Chairperson’s Cocktail party Save the
Date. We are hoping to hold our first
social event for 2018 in February –
please look out for information on
emails sent to you.

You won’t have missed that 2018 is an
important year, it being 100 years since
the end of the Great War, neither have
we - WADS is keen to mark this and is
working on ideas for November 2018 –
again please look out for further
information.

There is, of course, another centenary
on the horizon -  2020 will mark the
100th anniversary of WADS’ first
production, in December 1920, of two
one act plays, In The Cellar and
Freezing a Mother-in-law. Plans are
already afoot to make 2020 a year of
celebration.

Lastly – due to work commitments our
lovely membership secretary Annick
has had to step down. While still
involved with the society, this has
created a space for someone new to
take on this vital role. If anyone is
interested in joining this very
enthusiastic team, please do come
forward and email Bev our Secretary.

I am joined by all the
committee in wishing all
our members a very Merry
Christmas and all
health and happiness
for the New Year.

Karen Williams-Holt
Chairperson

Contacts
Karen Williams-Holt, Chair

chair@wads-web.net

Bev Newbold, Secretary

secretary@wads-web.net

Mark Mountjoy, Treasurer

treasurer@wads-web.net

Steve Hemsley, Paul Bowen, Julie Tushingham, Liz McCreadie & Ian Burns

“The Arrival of Mrs. Spotsworth”

Sandra Barfield’s Come On, Jeeves! went
down a storm. Greatly enjoyed by all who
came.

Ian Burns as Jeeves, Steve Hemsley as
The Earl of Towcester (Bill), Paul Bowen
as Lord Carmoyle (Rory), Julie
Tushingham as Lady Carmoyle (Monica),
Liz McCreadie as Mrs. Spottsworth,
Roger Williams as “White Hunter”
Captain Biggar, Don Short as Col.
Blagden, the Chief Constable, Cathryn
Gahan as Jill Wyvern, and Karen
Williams-Holt as Ellen.

Our thanks as always go to the teams that
make all this possible - Ashton Taylor
Smith’s set brought Lord Towcester’s
crumbling pile to life on the Westerham
stage; Nick Randall and Amanda Jones’
sterling work on the technical team gave
atmosphere together with an exciting
recreation of the radio commentary of the
race itself;  Sara Williams’ tireless work to
perfct costumes as well as scouring the
countryside for all the props; Annie
Houghton and Sarah Pearce for Make-up
& Hair. Not to mention Steve Bridges, Colin
Hales and everyone who built the set, and,
of course, the mighty teams who manned
the Front of House and the Bar, and Bev
the new Bacon Sandwich tsar! 

After a successful 2017 we are delighted
that Jeff Adams returns to the fold to direct

our production in May 2018
followed by Sandra

Barfield who has
taken on the

gauntlet of the traditional Panto in
December. 2019 bodes well with Stuart
McCreadie directing the May production.

All we need now is a new Membership
Secretary to keep us all together and in
contact!

Come On, Jeeves!
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We are delighted to announce that Fliss de
Angeli will be working with this exciting
section of our society on a regular basis in
2018. She attended the last full committee
meeting and presented a thoroughly
comprehensive paper focussing on how
she saw the future of WADS Youth. The
committee are very enthusiastic about this
venture and support every aspect of her
proposal. She has thought carefully about
where we are now and how the future will
look, proposing to increase the meetings
to fortnightly, putting together a
performance for friends and families fairly
soon and also encouraging the members
to organise and hold their own fund raiser
to supplement what the full society is able
to offer.

Fliss has a clear vision of where next, with
the overall ambition seen as WADS Youth
firmly cementing itself ‘as a clearly
structured and defined part of WADS’
(Fliss’s words!)

With this drive and with the society’s
commitment and support, we are all
optimistic that 2018 is going to be a great
year for the Youth group. It will take a lot of
hard work so the more support from
parents and friends, the wider we can
spread the load. It’s worth it! Please give us
a little of your time and expertise if you can,
to ensure the success of this exciting
venture. So many youngsters have been
enthused by their time with WADS in the
past, and if any of you are reading this –
get in touch! It would be wonderful if you
could come and share your experiences
with the group!

Marli, Ghislaine and I continue to lead the
support team and having witnessed
several wonderful sessions with the
youngsters, we know the potential for a
wonderful working group is there! There is
an enormous amount of talent in the room!
Fliss has a wide range of expertise and a
good group of specialists to call upon for
workshops ranging from musical theatre to
stage ‘fighting’, so it is going to be a busy
and exciting time! We aim to engage with
every age group and listen to their ideas
too. We will be looking at all kinds of
different theatrical skills – not only onstage.
There is so much to learn from our skilled,
established backstage crew – lighting,
sound, stage management – the list is
endless.

WADS Youth online presence is also going
to be developed through the existing
WADS website. The aim is for it to be
created and driven by Youth group
members themselves, under careful
professionally trained guidance and
controls – thus developing other important
skills. 

There is plenty of space within the new
programme for further development so if
there is anyone out there who would like to
join us, please contact me on
judyduffield7@gmail.com.

WADS Youth take this opportunity to wish
all WADS members a very happy and
peaceful New Year. We’ll be seeing you
soon!

Judy Duffield

News December 2017

Mincemeat Cookies
by Bev Newbold

This is a great way to use up leftover
mincemeat.

Makes: 30 cookies

Ingredients

250G unsalted butter, softened

140g sugar

1 egg yolk

Grated zest of 1 clementine or half an
orange

300g plain flour

200g (about ½ a jar) mincemeat

Heat the oven to 160C (180C non-fan)
and line two baking trays with
greaseproof paper. 

Beat the butter and sugar in a large bowl
until creamy. 

Add the egg yolk and clementine zest,
and beat again to combine. Add the flour
and give it a good mix. Stir through the
mincemeat very lightly so that it’s only
mixed into some of the biscuit mixture.

Place walnut size blobs of the mix on the
baking trays (you’ll probably need to bake
in a few batches).

Bake for c10 minutes, checking regularly
as they can burn quite easily.

Cathryn Gahan, Liz McCreadie, Julie Tushingham & Paul Bowen



10 Questions with...
by Julie Tushingham

The WADS Technical Team,
Amanda Jones and Nick Randall

In the second article of our series, we hear
from our WADS technical wizards Amanda
and Nick who have just finished working
their magic on WADS most recent
production, Come on Jeeves. Now more
than ever, many societies are compelled to
look externally for technical expertise. We
are very fortunate at WADS to have our
own home-grown, in-house technical
talent. However, Nick and Amanda’s
talents are not just limited to Tech. Their
keen attention to detail provides WADS
with invaluable support with our props,
costumes and sets in addition to their on-
stage participation in our Panto’s and
spring productions.

For now, let’s focus on their technical
talents. Here’s what they had to say. 

What is the role of the Technical Team in
the theatre?

Sorting out sound, lighting and all other
effects and stage communication.  For
sound this means choosing sound effects
and preparing them to be played in the
show and synchronising them with the
action, setting up sound equipment e.g.
extra speakers on stage / microphones,
including communications between the
stage manager and crew. For lighting this
means designing lighting to make
appropriate effects on stage e.g. daylight,
moonlight, inside, outside – generally
setting the atmosphere.  ‘Rigging’ the
lights and most essentially working closely
with the director to realise their mental
image of the play.

Other effects might include cars,
telephones, door bells (there always seem
to be telephones and door bells).  Tec.
might also include smoke effects and
pyrotechnics and also working out how to
do any ‘clever’ ideas the director has.

What makes a good production?

A good start (to paraphrase Noel
Coward) is when the actors learn their
lines and don’t bump into the

furniture (too much).  Mainly it is
when the audience enjoy it as
much as everyone involved in

putting it on.

What’s the last thing you do
before the curtain goes up?

Make sure the lucky rabbit’s
foot and four leaf clover are
in place and the audience

isn’t still in the bar.  Check
‘starters are ready’, fade
down house lights, fade
up music …and look
forward to a drink in the

interval.

and most mistakes are anonymous. But
also in some ways you have more freedom
to be creative than an acting part and,
frankly, it’s quite a bit less demanding of
your free time.

Which production have you seen that has
impressed you most technically and why?

One of the most spectacular we saw was
“Don Giovanni” at Covent Garden. The
finale had Don Giovanni swinging across a
stage that had been flooded with water
and had hellfire flames shooting up
through it – Definitely one to reproduce at
Westerham Hall (should we ever get the
budget).

“City of Angels” at the Donmar was one of
the cleverest we’ve seen. Through skilful
choice of lighting costume and makeup
they managed to astonishingly convince
that the stage was sometimes in black and
white and at others in full technicolour. At
one point even half of each – still not
exactly sure how they did that.
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How does the Technical Team Work with
other production roles?

It is good to go to some of the later
rehearsals to get a feel for the play in order
to try to understand what the director’s
approach to the play is and interpret how it
can be brought about in practice. We also
work closely with the stage manager and
set designer.

Have you ever had a tech issue during a
performance and what did you do?

The truth is that in almost every show there
is something.  The aim is to minimise the
number of people that notice and hope the
cast can ad-lib!  Almost anything you
imagine can go wrong, will go wrong at
some point, and often things you haven’t
imagined for example - the cast jumps 10
pages forward in the script, light bulbs fall
out, communication between Tech. box
and stage fail or weirdly picking up
interference from local taxi cabs in the
headphones.  We have also experienced
accidentally setting off a fog machine and
listening to an array of colourful language
over the ‘cans’ when something goes
wrong.  We also try hard not to laugh too
loudly when the cast get it wrong or at the
jokes made at their expense on the Tech.
Intercom system.

When you have a 10 minute break during
rehearsal what do you do?

We usually turn off something important
and see how long it takes the cast to
notice; also check who’s going to the pub
later.

What’s the most challenging production
you’ve worked on and why?

Wizard of Oz – why - literally thousands of
individual lighting settings; over 30 TV
screens making a video wall, with a mind
of its own, and no Tech rehearsal.

What’s great about working in Tech?

You can get a complete overall view of any
show and how productions work.  Also,
how sometimes a few carefully chosen
simple things can have a much greater
impact than many expensive and
complicated ones.

What drew you to technical production
work?

There are several reasons, some good
ones are you don’t have any lines to learn

What’s On, Where...
Here we list local productions and events
from our neighbouring theatre groups and
societies:

The Barn Theatre, Oxted
The Oxted Players present:
Puss in Boots 12th-20th January

Southern Counties Drama Festival
19th-24th February

The Young Oxted Players present:
Dracular - 
The Final Countdown 16th-17th March

The Oast Theatre, Tonbridge
Bronte
20th-27th January

The Games Afoot
17th-24th February

Lovesong
17th-24th March

The Miller Centre, Caterham
Key for Two
11th  - 24th January

Never the Sinner
15th - 24th March

The Stag Theatre, Sevenoaks
The Sevenoaks Entertainers present:
Aladdin 25th-28th January
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Why the “Green Room”?
by Roger Williams

It was a questioned I posed initially to
myself, and then to a member of the
WADS committe when I first became
involved with amateur dramatics in
Westerham. The reply came -  “Because
It's the typical facial colour of minor celebs
after helping themselves to copious
amounts of alcohol at the licence-payers'
expense in  television studios”.

Undeterred by that unhelpful response, I
conducted my own research, and
discovered opinions on the origin of the
term “Green Room” differ widely.  I find the
following account more compelling than
others, but would welcome contrary views
from WADS members and other readers
(submissions to Mark Mountjoy please) 

A royal Warrant of 1662 orders some
Royal lackey "to deliver 110 yards of green
baize for the upper tyring rooms of the
Cockpit, which in their present state are
unfit for rich clothes",.

Tyring rooms were dressing rooms, and
the Cockpit was at Whitehall, and used
occasionally for plays performed for the
court. Baize was a coarse woollen cloth
usually dyed red or green (its natural colour
is beige, which may account for its name),
ideal for covering rough plaster or planked
walls. 

It was also used in many provincial
theatres to cover the walls of the more
expensive parts of the public areas.
Whether the court use was copied by the
public theatres or merely reflected current
practice is unknown, but for over two
centuries green baize was universally used
for the stage curtain. The Olympic Theatre

in Wych Street, which closed in 1904, was
the last London theatre to have one. 

"Greeny" or "the green rag" was theatrical
slang for a stage curtain and "behind the
green" meant backstage. In the late 18th
century at least, the stage was also
carpeted in green for tragedies, reputedly
to protect the costumes of the "victims"
from the normally bare boards. Covent
Garden used a black curtain for tragedy in
the 1820s, perhaps to contrast with this.
The rhyming slang "greengage" for stage
originates from the 1880s, a happy
allusion to a colour once almost
endemic to the British
theatre, in front, on
stage and behind. 


